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ABSTRACT

By taking into account the rf-generated enhancement of the plasma

e lec t r i c conductivity (as formulated by Fisch in the l i m i t of weak dc

e lec t r i c f i e lds ) a re la t ion is derived between the ra t i o of r f to Ohmically

driven currents and other plasma parameters to be measured before and

af ter the r f onset under the condition of constant net plasma current.
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1. Introduction

Lower hybrid (LH) current drive has been studied in many tokamak

devices and under a variety of experimental conditions. In the early

experiments rf pulses of short duration were superimposed to Ohmic

(OH) current drive /I, 2/. The rf current was then estimated with the

help of a simple equivalent circuit. Recently a number of LH systems

came into operation which are capable of injecting rf powers comparable

to and larger than the OH heating power, and for time durations of the

order of a second, into tokamaks with controllable plasma parameters

such as position, density, currents through the primary and secondary

sides of an air core transformer /3, 4/, Thus the sustainment of plasma

currents under truly steady state conditions became feasible, that is

plasma currents driven without inductive effects caused by changes in

the magnetic energy on either side of the OH transformer In a similar

way deviations from these steady state conditions could be realized

in a controlled manner. It became possible, therefore, to compare ex-

perimental results with theoretical predictions for current drive in

steady state, i.e., for the so-called current drive efficiency /5/.

In a similar manner conditions could be studied where a small dc electric

field is present but the electric conductivity, by which the plasma

responds to it, is enhanced by an rf-generated non-thermal population

in the electron velocity distribution /6/. For these two modes of

operation reasonably good agreement between theory and experiment was

found in the ASDEX tokamak /7/. In particular, the predicted enhance-

ment of the plasma electric conductivity could explain the non-linear

dependences on rf power and plasma density of the plasma current decay

rates which were observed after clamping the transformer primary current.
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By considering these modifications of the dc electric conductivity

which appear a short time after switching on the rf power, we will pre-

sent a scheme to evaluate the rf current in an experimental situation

where rf and Ohmic current drives are combined and contribute about

equally to sustain a constant (net) current through a tokamak plasma.

2. Two Operational Scenarios

Let us consider a tokamak experiment in which the two sources of

plasma current drive, i.e. rf waves and induced dc electric fields,

can be operated such as to generate:

a constant rf power that is launched unidirectionally into a plasma

of constant electron density and produces, within a short time inter-

val ', a stationary current flowing in the same direction as the

original plasma current,

a dc electric field inside the plasma that can be adjusted by acting

on the rate of change of the exciting current through the transformer

primary windings, either by following a pre-set programme, or by

feedback control.

' The build-up time of this current was found in numerical simulations
/5/ to be few hundred bulk electron collision times, that is about
a few collision times between the high energy electrons carrying the
current, and the bulk particles. Hence, it is much shorter than the
characteristic time T * for plasma current changes which is introduced
below. In*T:he following report we shall neglect this finite build-up
time and assume the rf-generated dc current to appear as a step-
function at the time t = 0.
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The two observable quantities I and V are characterised as follows:

the total plasma current I is measured by a Rogowski-coil,

the loop voltage V is (usually) measured by a one-turn coil just

outside the plasma at such a location where it experiences (almost)

the same changes in transverse magnetic flux as the plasma column

itself.

These two observables are composed as follows:

where

I - is the plasma current which results when applying rf power in

the absence of any dc electric field,

V, is the inductive part of the loop voltage which is felt by the

plasma when the ring current is changing, V. = -J— • -^ (j L • I ) ,

where L is the inductance of the plasma current loop. Throughout

this report we shall assume that the current profile and the major
dl

plasma radius remain unchanged, hence V, = L • -r

a relation between I and V is to be added in order to evaluate

from the measured observables.

in a Maxwellian plasma Ir is proportional to V , the constant of

proportionality is the inverse plasma resistance which is determined

by the Spitzer conductivity a , R"1 <* a . In case of an rf heated

plasma the plasma electron velocity distribution is so far from a

Maxwellian that the Spitzer conductivity no longer holds. A new

conductivity, a-p was introduced by Fisch /6/ such that the linear
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relationship between I and V is now governed by (a-, + a ) instead

of by (a )„ Expressions for a, and for the ratio aj a are derived

in Ref. / 6 / :

Here a(Z-) is a slowly varying function of the ionic charge Z. (with

a = 0.1 for Z- = 1), JM = J f / e - n
e ' v e i s t h e r f " d r - i v e n current density

normalised to the thermal current density, and T M describes the

kinetic energy of the supra-thermal resonant electrons carrying the

r f current, in relation to the bulk electron temperature T . In case

of a plasma with f in i te extensions suitable average values ' have

to be used for n , T , and T , in order to determine the ratio between

the global values of the rf-modified conductivity and the Spitzer con-

ductivity. We note, however, that the ratio a,/a depends on the r f

current and on the electron temperature as:

a l lrf Trf
a " « 737? * 717?

e e

Let us now consider the transition from a (Maxwellian) tokamak

plasma without r f to a state with current drive by r f , (We shall use

an open circle 0 and an asterisk * to indicate the quantities which

' No prescriptions about how to evaluate these average values are
given in Ref. / 6 / , except for the r f current density which is

2 7
simply set equal to I ^/rr-a , where va6- is the plasma
cross-section.
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refer to the states before and after the r f is switched on, respectiv-

ely.) We shall treat two (among other possible) scenarios for this

transition.

1) Vr" = const = 0

The case V * = 0 is realized by clamping the primary current I,.,,

in the OH transformer and switching on the constant rf power after a

certain time interval /3, 7/. The transition from the plasma current

I ° which flows when the rf is switched on (at time = 0) to the final

state where only the rf driven current I f exists, takes place within

a characteristic time x* = L /R * where R * is the effective dc plasma

resistance in presence of the rf fields, and L is the plasma inductance

which is assumed to remain unchanged. Remembering that I _ is constant

shortly after the rf ̂  switched on, we can write /8/:

This expression shows that i t is the difference between the instantaneous

plasma current and the f inal r f driven current which levels out on the

time scale x*.

By tuning P f and n such that I , matches I ° this level ling-out

time can be (almost completely) eliminated. After a short lapse of

time a completely new steady state is reached and the plasma parameters

can be compared with theoretical predictions about the magnitude of

the steady-state driven rf-current / 5 / . Good agreement was found in

the ASDEX tokamak /7/ after taking into account experimental realit ies

such as the accessibility of LH waves, radial density profiles of the
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target plasma, plausible numbers for the energy of the high-speed

electrons, etc.

In the more general case the time derivative of I after switching

on the r f is given by eq. (3):

; * , _ JP " lrf

(see footnote on page 3). By taking the I ,-values found for the

steady-state conditions, as described before, it was possible to

compare the effective plasma resistance R* with the theoretical pre-

dictions of eqs. (2), R * <* (0- + a )" „ Again good agreement was

found in ASDEX upon inserting plausible numbers for the plasma

quantities involved 111.

2) I = const.

Forcing the plasma current to retain i ts constant magnitude before

and after the injection of r f power, one obtains (after a short ad-

justing period, cf. footnote on page 3) a new steady-state which is

characterised by V. = 0 and described by:

v °

Here R ° denotes the Spitzer resistance for the plasma parameters prior

to rf injection. Hence, the original plasma current I ° is partly re-

placed by the rf driven current I ... The loop voltage of the OH current

source adjusts itself to the effective plasma resistance R * such as

to drive the remaining part of the plasma current (I ° - I r f)-



Comparing the loop voltages before and after r f injection:

V ° = R_° I

V V(IP°

(4)

it is seen that during rf injection the voltage is generally lower than

before, V * < V °, since (I ° - Irf) < I ° and, in general R * < R °,

as we shall see below. However, the loop voltage becomes negative only

if the rf generated current I f is larger than the current set by the

controls, that is, larger than the plasma current prior to the rf pulse,

I , > I . In this case, the negative loop voltage gives rise to a

(steady) "counter current" or "return current" through the plasma which

is directed opposite to the original current I in order to balance

the plasma net current to the prescribed constant value.

The reduction of the effective plasma resistance, R - < R °, under

constant current conditions was also found in ASDEX to agree with the

theoretical predictions about enhanced dc conductivity under the in-

fluence of rf fields /7/. The observed reduction was larger than could

be accounted for by plasma heating alone

3. Evaluation of the rf Current and Discussion

Let us now solve eqs. (4) for the current ratio:

and introduce the rf generated drop in plasma resistance R ° •+ R * into
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R ° ,
the ratio -ĵ v by referring to the relation R * a (a * + a *) as

P
presented in conjunction with eqs. (2a) and (2b):

V V V \ »sp* / "sp" \ V

Here a * is the Spitzer conductivity for the bulk electron tempera-

ture T * during combined rf and OH current drive which is sometimes

lower than during OH current drive alone.

Let us assume that the shapes of the bulk electron temperature

profiles do not change very much when going from purely Ohmic to com-

bined current drive,so that the ratio of Spitzer conductivities in

eq. (6a) can be characterised by the ratio of the respective peak

electron temperatures. Moreover, we shall assume that the rf-generated

plasma currents flow mostly in the central plasma regions such that
o *

the ratio - — y can be evaluated by using the central values of
sp

electron temperature and density. With these assumptions eq. (6a) reads:

T *(0) \yi a
a (T *(0)) + 1| (6b)
sp

We shall now introduce the quantity £</£> through the following

identity (cf. eq. (2b):

Te*(0)
l n . ^ (7a)

According to quasi-linear theory the absorption by Landau damping
increases with both bulk elektron temperature and density, thus it
is highest at the centre of the plasma. Attempts to determine the
spatial distribution of high energy electrons during LH current drive
from the measured bremsstrahlung emission /9/ gave no conclusive picture.
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where l^/ I is defined by (cf. eq. (2a)):

T. I ° T °
J- = a(ZJ E § . (7b)
sp 1 T7-a2-ne(0)-e-ve(Te

o(0)) Te°(0)

Equation (6b) then becomes with these quantities:

V \V(°>/ |v(0) V
and eq. (5) can be re-wr i t ten as:

V
which can be solved to yield the final expression for the current ratio:

/T *(0)V/t V *
Irf , - (^A . _JL

(9)

sp

with Z./Z according to eq. (7b)

From the discussion in conjunction with eqs. (4) we recall that

the voltage ratio V */V ° is always less than unity, and that it can

become negative as well. In case the loop voltage disappears during

the rf pulse (V * = 0, cf eq.(9)), the plasma current is fully driven

by the rf. Quite formally the right-hand side of eq. (9) can assume

any value from zero (Ppf -> 0, i.e. V */V ° * 1, Te*/Te° ->• 1) to in-

finity (when the denominator approaches zero, i.e. for a negative

value of the loop voltage V * ) . To avoid this latter limiting case,

the following constraint has to be imposed on the denominator of

eq. (9):
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ZsP V
which can be re-written after inserting eq. (7b):

(10)

1 > a- —
T *
e "Te°(0) Vp°

This inequality connects the parallel velocity w of the resonant

electrons (w2 <* T *„) with the loop voltage V * observed during the

combined current drive . If linear wave propagation applies, w should

be determined by the rf power spectrum emitted from the launcher and by

accessibility considerations but not by the rf power. On the otner

hand, V * is found to depend on a number of variables such as rf

power, spectrum and directivity of the waves, etc. To get a feel for

the numbers involved in ineq. (11), we recall that a is of order 10 ,

and that the second factor in (11), being the ratio of current drift

to thermal electron velocities, is of order 10 in a Maxwellian

plasma. As long as the ratio Irf/ID°
 is °f order unity (it is strictly

one for V * = 0, cf. eq. (9)) we expect |V *|/V ° to lie in the range

10" to 1. Hence, ineqs. (10) and (11) should be satisfied in all cases

of practical interest.

We re-formulate ineq. (10) by using eq. (7a)(with RQ = major

plasma radius):

Irf / y(0) 3/2
• asp 2-n-FL

(12)

According to Fisch the conductivity contribution from resonant
electrons with different velocities w are additive in w2. We shall,
therefore, in the following always refer to T *„ as being close to
the maximum value of w2.
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where a * and a * denote, respectively, the rf enhanced and the

Spitzer conductivities during the rf pulse. With

v o / T °(0) \3/2
T ° = a o . _a2 . P a ° = a * • \ --

P sp 2 U R Q ' sP sp | T e M Q )

the right hand side of ineq. (12) is equal to the rf-driven current

density I ̂/ a2. Thus, inequality (10) states that the rf current

density should always be larger than a, times the residual dc electric

field in the plasma. This condition is required by Fisch for the

application of his theory /6/, but it appears here in quite a

different context.

Let us now make use of the above inequalities to expand eq. (9)

into a series of powers of {l^/ | • V */V °) and stop after the first-

V *
_£_ (13)
v
P°

Comparing this approximate form with the exact one of eq. (8), it is

recognised that in the approximation, when computing the rf-modified

dc resistance R *, the magnitude of the total plasma current is to be

used (cf. eq. (7b)) rather than that of Irf: Rp* % Rp* (Te*(0), Ip°).

With this in mind eq. (5) can be reformulated to read:

V *-V
y

y v(v(0)>
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that is :

. Vrf-v v<v<»>. v» (14)

Hence, to first-order approximation, the rf current is found to be

equal to the Ohmic plasma current prior to the rf pulse plus a (small)

correction term. This term is evaluated by dividing the loop voltage

measured after the onset of the rf pulse, through the rf-modified

dc resistance which should be computed by assuming that the rf driven

current has the same magnitude as the original plasma current and

flows mostly in the central plasma regions.

4. Numerical Example

Let us look at recent results from the JIPP T-IIU tokamak where

a plasma current of 50 kA was found to be sustained by fast magneto-

sonic waves near the lower hybrid frequency in an Ohmic target plasma
12 -3with a mean density of 3 x 10 cm /10/. In the example case presented

the total plasma current stayed constant during the rf pulse, but prior

to it the Ohmic current I ° decreased at a rate of about 750 kA/s. The

following relevant numbers are quoted in Ref. /107: Z^ = 1, a = 25 cm,

I ° = 50 kA, V * = -0.2 V, V ° = 1.48 V (after correction for the inductive
P P P

part (L-i) with L = 1.32 uHy), Te° = 0.82 keV, 1&* = 0.2 keV. The

maximum electron energy found from the measured X-ray spectrum was

300 keV. Inserting these numbers into eqs. (7b) and (9) we arrive at

I - = 1.3 I °, that is, the rf generated current is 65 kA (rather

than the 50 kA quoted in Ref. /10/).
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5. Summary and Conclusions

We have derived a simple formula that allows to calculate the

relative contributions to the plasma current during combined OH and rf

current drive for an experimental situation where the net current through

the tokamak plasma remains the same before and during the rf pulse. We

made use of an expression for the non-thermal rf enhanced dc conductivity

which has been verified by LH experiments in the ASDEX tokamak. It is

valid in the limit of weak dc electric fields. This means in practical

terms that the rf driven current should be of the same order as the

original plasma current from the Ohmic source prior to the rf pulse.

Under this proviso the magnitude of the rf driven current can be

evaluated to the accuracy with which the velocity distribution of the

resonant high-energy electrons carrying this current, is known.
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